
Angol nyelv – IV. kategória, mintafeladatok (középiskola 1 – 2. osztály) 

Part I: Multiple choice test 

Choose the correct answer. 

1. The troops were drawn ............... in front of the Parliament. . 

 A) out  B) up  C) across  D) down 

  

2. According ......................... some scientists, the Gulf Stream will soon stop flowing. 

 A) -    B) to     C) of   D) in 

3. I am very tired. I ......................... hard all day. 

 A) have been working. B) was working C) worked  D) had 

worked 

4. They are reluctant ............... any changes.  

 A) for doing  B) to be made   C) doing  D) to make  

Part II: Gap-filling 

Please fill in the gaps by choosing one of the three alternatives for each number.  

The History of the Hamburger 

......(21)...... hamburger is the ......(22)...... eaten food in the ......(23)...... world. The first 

hamburgers ......(24)...... made and sold ......(25)...... 

Connecticut in 1895 by an American chef ......(26)...... Louis Lassen. Louis called them 

hamburgers because he  ......(27)......  

the recipe by sailors from Hamburg ......(28)...... Germany. Hamburgers became a favorite in  

America ......(29)...... the early part of the twentieth century. ......(30)...... popularity grew even 

......(31)...... after the Second  

World War, when they ......(32)...... in large quantities by teenagers who preferred fast food 

......(33)...... family meals. In 1948 two brothers,  

Dick and Mac McDonald ......(34)...... a drive-in hamburger restaurant in San Bernardino, 

California. Since  

......(35)...... over 25,000 McDonald’s restaurants ......(36)...... been opened worldwide and 

now 35 million hamburgers ......(37)......  

every day in 115 countries from India ......(38)...... the Arctic Circle.  

 A B C 

21.) The A Any 

22.) least more most 



23.) all whole every 

24.) are have been were 

25.) at in on 

26.) namely who called 

27.) was given gave was giving 

28.) - in at 

29.) for at in 

30.) Their Its A 

31.) most more much 

32.) bought were bought being bought 

33.) not but to 

34.) opening opened were opened 

35.) then than for 

36.) had were have 

37.) are eaten eat are eating 

38.) and to until 

Part III: Idioms 

Will you fill in the gaps by choosing the correct answer. 

39.) I lent him a brand new book and I got it back ................... 

A) dog-eared   B) donkey-eared C) salad 

40.) It was just a ........ of the tongue. I’m sorry. 

 A) mistake   B) slip    C) flaw 

Part IV: Cultural information 

Will you fill in the gaps by choosing the correct answer. 

41.)  ‘Honest Abe’ was a nickname of U.S. President ....................  

A) Clinton   B) Lincoln    C) Washington 

42.) A low-rider is a ................ 

A) car    B) person   C) bicycle 

Part V: Collocation 

Will you fill in the gaps by choosing the correct answer. 

43.) According to the findings of the F.B.I., Marilyn Monroe ................... suicide. 



A) made   B) committed    C) carried out 

44.) The man was .................... of theft. 

A) charged   B) sentenced   C) accused 

45.) ‘I’m sorry I’m late.’ 

She ................... for being late. 

A) apologised   B) said sorry   C) begged  

Part VI: Pronunciation 

46.) Which of the following pairs of words show the same vowel quality? 

A) cot-cow    B) back-sat   C) pour-court 

47.) Which of the following pairs of words is a minimal pair? 

A) singer-bank   B) fell-fail   C) sip-zip 


